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THE PROJECT 

‘Koty-ark’ (in Gujarati language) means energy equal to 1 crore (10 million) 
sun’s energy. The sun- the supreme universal source of light and energy is at 
the centre of the philosophical premise that the design of this temple 
emerges from. In the entire project, the light becomes the major element 
(almost a construction material) creating spaces that are pure in nature and 
setting up the sanctity for peaceful worship of the Almighty. 
 
The most notable architectural aspect of the project is the transformation of 
a conventional temple to something which is very modern but in essence is 
a reinterpretation of the traditional structure of a Hindu temple.  



The site situates itself in one of the gala’s (23 feet wide x 80 feet deep bay) of a 
typical Sheri (street) of a Pol area in the old city with rows of houses standing 
having common side walls with the neighbors. The earlier building stood in 
place for over 400 years which housed the temple, rooms for the old aged and 
the pujari’s living space; and was in a very dilapidated state when the trustees 
and decision makers of the temple decided to reconstruct it. 
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DESIGN INTENT 

The fact that Kotyark temple means the energy of one crore sun and that the site is 
located in a dense fabric with two longer walls being shared prompted us to make 
this temple a celebration of light. Continuous slits of lights are created long the 
entire length of the Mandapa washing the marble walls. Further the Shikhara of the 
Garbhagriha, captures the north light and brings it down which is radiated through 
the pebble- embedded resin sheets. The artificial lights perform a similar role 
during the evenings, however the chandelier symbolizing the multiple suns taking 
the central location on the form finished concrete walls of the Mandapa. The fall of 
light on surfaces creating spaces with a heavenly feel is what defines this project for 
the holy shrine ‘Koty-ark’. The essence in this play of light is made to showcase itself 
at every corner of the temple making the space as pure as heaven on our ground.  

THE MERRIMENT OF LIGHT! 
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FLOOR PLAN  01. Main Street   
02. Ardhmandapa 
03. Mandapa 
04. Garbha Griha 
05. Existing Well 
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07. Store room 
08. Toilet 
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MATERIAL PALETTE 

STAINLESS STEEL 

The material palette is a very modern one consisting of materials in their natural form like the White Marble - Polished & Butchwork, Form 
Finished Concrete, Stainless Steel, Teak Wood, and Resin sheets embedded with White Pebbles. This ultra modern material palette, forming 
spaces which are governed by traditional norms of a temple, create, on one hand,  an interesting fusion of old and new, and on the other hand 
creates a structure which is timeless, rugged and easy to maintain. 



THE ELEMENTS- GARBHAGRIHA 

As in a traditional Hindu temple Garbhagriha holds the most 
important centralized position in a temple which has a higher 
ceiling and forms as a tower having the shrine at its base and is 
usually dark and cozy. Here, the Garbhagriha is visualized as to 
house the shrine which emits energy in form of light. This is 
achieved by having the skin of this enclosure radiating the light 
making the enclosure glow as if the Kotyark Prabhuji (the shrine) is 
spreading its light to the worshipers in all directions all day. This is 
made possible with a wide window on the north face of the tower 
in day time and an artificial light source from evening time passing 
through the translucent walls made of the resin bonded white 
pebble stone sheets. 



THE ELEMENTS- THE HALL 

Traditionally know as the ‘Mandapa’, this space is highlighted with 
continuous slits on both the sides washing the wall surfaces. The intense 
texture generated through the artistic marble butch- work, and the 
movement of the sun induces a dramatic play of the light and shadow 
such that the Mandapa transforms itself into a heavenly space for the 
worshipers where they can deliver their gestures to the shrine 
completely forgetting the outside world. 



THE ELEMENTS- THE CHANDILIER 

As one enters the Mandapa, he cannot miss this wonderful light fixture 
that becomes the jewel-piece of the entire form finished ceiling of the 
temple. Designed on the theme of Koty-ark, it is made with 33 glowing 
spheres suspended evenly from the overlapping square stainless steel 
frames. 
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THE ELEMENTS- THE ENTRANCE PATIO 



THE ELEMENTS- THE ENTRANCE PATIO 

The grandness of the façade is also contributed by the 10 feet high main 
door from wood and stainless steel which made perforated with the 
motifs of koty-ark in form of many circles. The designed facade 
redefines the importance of this 400 year old holy place amongst the 
neighboring houses with the eye catching grandness of the façade. This 
is shaped with three frames of wall with increasing size and protruding 
outwards bordered with lights made to fall on this textured wall made 
from artistic marble butch- work. 



THE ELEMENTS- THE ENTRANCE PATIO 

The entire focus is towards the centrally placed 10 feet high door. The door solves purposes for three different times of the day: Morning - when the door is completely 
open for the worshipers, Afternoon - when the pujari is at rest the door remains closed with the perforation open for the passerby being able to see the shrine and make a 
nod from outside itself and Night- when everyone including the shrine is at rest with the safety consideration the door gets closed completely with no sign for where to 
open from outside. 



DIVINITY IN THE DETAILS 

In a nutshell, the project is a climatically sensitive and modern day reinterpretation of the Hindu Temple made interesting due to the contrast and details it offers to the 
context of the historical old part of the city where it is located. 
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